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Abstract 
We develop a singular layer transmission model for continuous-variable quantum key dis-
tribution (CVQKD). In CVQKD, the transmit information is carried by continuous-
variable (CV) quantum states, particularly by Gaussian random distributed position and 
momentum quadratures. The reliable transmission of the quadrature components over a 
noisy link is a cornerstone of CVQKD protocols. The proposed singular layer uses the sin-
gular value decomposition of the Gaussian quantum channel, which yields an additional 
degree of freedom for the phase space transmission. This additional degree of freedom can 
further be exploited in a multiple-access scenario. The singular layer defines the eigen-
channels of the Gaussian physical link, which can be used for the simultaneous reliable 
transmission of multiple user data streams. Our transmission model also includes the sin-
gular interference avoider (SIA) precoding scheme. The proposed SIA precoding scheme 
prevents the eigenchannel interference to reach an optimal transmission over a Gaussian 
link. We demonstrate the results through the adaptive multicarrier quadrature division–
multiuser quadrature allocation (AMQD-MQA) CVQKD multiple-access scheme. We de-
fine the singular model of AMQD-MQA and characterize the properties of the eigenchan-
nel interference. We propose the SIA precoding of Gaussian random quadratures and the 
optimal decoding at the receiver. We show a random phase space constellation scheme for 
the Gaussian sub-channels. The singular layer transmission provides improved simultane-
ous transmission rates for the users with unconditional security in a multiple-access sce-
nario, particularly in crucial low signal-to-noise ratio regimes. 
 
Keywords: quantum cryptography, continuous variables, quantum Shannon theory 
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1  Introduction 
The continuous-variable quantum key distribution (CVQKD) protocols allow for the legal parties 
to transmit information with unconditional security over the current, well-established standard 
telecommunication networks. The CVQKD protocols use continuous quantum systems for the 
information transmission, practically Gaussian random distributed position and momentum quad-
ratures in the phase space [1-15]. These quadratures identify a continuous-variable (CV) quantum 
state in the phase space, which are then transmitted over a noisy quantum link (e.g., via an opti-
cal fiber or a wireless optical channel [16-17]), which is attacked by an eavesdropper [13-14]. Be-
cause the optimal attack against CVQKD protocols is a Gaussian attack, the noise of the physical 
quantum link can be provably modeled as an additive white Gaussian noise and the link as a 
Gaussian channel. The CVQKD protocols are equipped with several benefits in comparison with 
the discrete-variable (DV) QKD; however, in comparison with the traditional telecommunication 
protocols, the efficiency of CVQKD still requires significant improvements. An enhancement is 
particularly crucial and essential for the low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regimes, at which the 
experimental long-distance CVQKD protocols are operating. For this purpose, the adaptive mul-
ticarrier quadrature division (AMQD) modulation scheme has been recently introduced for 
CVQKD [4], which injects several convenient abilities into CVQKD regarding the transmission 
rates, distances, and tolerable noise level, similar to the orthogonal frequency-division multiplex-
ing (OFDM) [10] of traditional networking. In particular, the AMQD modulation granulates the 
transmit information into Gaussian subcarrier CVs and formulates Gaussian sub-channels from 
the physical Gaussian link, leading to improved transmission distances, higher secret key rates, 
and enhanced tolerable excess noise. The benefits of AMQD have also been extended to a multi-
user scenario within the framework of the AMQD–multiuser quadrature allocation (MQA) multi-
ple-access scheme. The AMQD-MQA [3] uses the Gaussian subcarriers and the AMQD modula-
tion for the reliable simultaneous transmission of the users’ input CVs and provides capacity-
achieving multiple-access communication for the parties over a shared physical Gaussian quantum 
channel. 
The singular value decomposition (SVD) is a well-known tool in linear algebra, with a wide-
spread application from mathematical statistic to signal processing. In this work, we show that 
the benefits of SVD can also be exploited in a CVQKD scenario. We reveal that the information 
transmission of CVQKD over the Gaussian quantum channel can be rephrased in terms of SVD, 
which is called the singular layer transmission model throughout. The singular layer injects an 
additional degree of freedom into the transmission, which can be exploited in the protocol. We 
define the singular layer of AMQD and AMQD-MQA and prove that the singular layer allows for 
the parties to reach improved transmission distances and higher secret key rates. Specifically, the 
singular layer defines a higher-level layer above the physical layer and transforms the quantum 
channel onto a set of eigenchannels. From the layer structure, it follows that the singular layer 
transmission does not require any change in the lower layers, that is, the physical layer transmis-
sion remains untouched, because the SVD defines a purely logical layer over the physical layer 
transmission. In Section 3, we reveal how the singular layer transmission can be exploited in the 
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multicarrier-level transmission of AMQD. We also define the singular layer model of AMQD-
MQA multiple access, and by exploiting the tools of the quantum Shannon theory, we study the 
achievable reliable transmission rates. We characterize the optimal phase space decoding process 
and an information-theoretical optimal decoder for the Gaussian random phase space quadra-
tures. At a partial channel side information (e.g., an exact state information about the Gaussian 
sub-channels is not available for the parties), the eigenchannels can interfere with one another; 
thus, the handling of an interference avoider is a crucial point in the SVD-level approach of a 
CVQKD protocol. Because the interference cancellation, in theory, could require an unlimited 
modulation variance because the interference vector could occur in the arbitrary domains of the 
phase space, a carefully designed interference avoider is a critical requirement on the SVD-level. 
For this purpose, in Section 4, we define the singular interference avoider (SIA) scheme. In Sec-
tion 5, we show a random phase space coding scheme for the transmission of Gaussian subcarrier 
CVs over the Gaussian sub-channels, which provides an unconditional security and an optimal 
partition of the phase space. The benefits of the proposed singular layer model can be exploited 
most significantly in the crucial low-SNR regimes, which is in fact particularly important in the 
implementation of long-distance CVQKD. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the preliminary findings. Section 3 
discusses the singular layer transmission model. Section 4 studies the SIA scheme and the optimal 
phase space decoding process. Section 5 defines a phase space coding scheme for the transmission 
of Gaussian subcarrier CVs. Finally, Section 6 concludes the results. Supplemental information is 
included in the Appendix. 
 
2  Preliminaries 
2.1   Basic terms and notations 
Before we would start to discuss the singular layer model, we summarize the basic notations of 
the AMQD-MQA multiple access CVQKD scheme from Section 2.1 of [3]. Further related back-
ground material can be found in [4.] 
The input of k-th user kU  is a Gaussian CV state ky Î  , where   stands for the phase space. 
The noise of the Gaussian quantum channel   is denoted by D , which acts independently on 
the x position, and p momentum quadratures. These Gaussian CV states, along with the noise of 
the quantum channel, can be modeled as Gaussian random continuous-variables.  
A single-carrier Gaussian modulated CV state y  in the phase space   is modeled as a zero-
mean, circular symmetric complex Gaussian random variable ( )20, ,zz sÎ   with i.i.d. zero 
mean, Gaussian random quadrature components ( )
0
2, 0,x p wsÎ  , where 0
2
ws  is the modulation 
variance. The variance of z  is  
0
22 22z z ws s
é ù =ê úë û=  .                                           (1) 
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The ( )20,sDD Î   noise variable of the Gaussian channel   with i.i.d. zero-mean, Gaussian 
random components on the position and momentum quadratures ( )2, 0,x p sD D Î    has the 
variance of  
222 2s sD é ù =ê úë û= D  .                                         (2) 
A f Î   Gaussian subcarrier CV state is also modeled by a zero-mean, circular symmetric 
Gaussian random variable ( )20, ,dd sÎ   with i.i.d. zero mean, Gaussian random quadrature 
components ( )2, 0,d dx p wsÎ  , where 2ws  is the modulation variance of the Gaussian subcarrier 
CV state. The Gaussian subcarrier random variable d  has variance 
22 22d d ws sé ù =ê úë û=  .                                            (3) 
Let assume that K independent users are in the CVQKD system.  
The subset of allocated users is denoted by KÍ . Only the allocated users can transmit infor-
mation in a given (particularly j-th) AMQD block. An AMQD block consist of l Gaussian subcar-
rier CVs (assuming an optimal Gaussian collective attack [13-13], only l sub-channels have high 
quality from the n, these are referred as good sub-channels throughout, for details see [3] and [4]).  
Following the formalism of AMQD [4], the variables of an allocated user ,  1, ,kU k =   , where 
  is the cardinality of the subset  , are as follows. The i-th Gaussian modulated input coher-
ent state of kU  is referred as , , ,k i k i k ix pj = + i , where ( )
0,
2
, 0,
k
k ix wsÎ  , ( )0,2, 0, kk ip wsÎ   
are the position and momentum quadratures with variance 
0,
2
kws , respectively. This CV state can 
be rewritten as a zero-mean, circular symmetric complex Gaussian random variable 
,
2
, 0,
zk i
k iz ws
æ ö÷çÎ ÷ç ÷çè ø , ,
22
,
zk i
k izws
é ù= ê úë û , as 
, , ,k i k i k iz x p= + i ,                                            (4) 
thus  
, ,k i k izj = .                                              (5) 
The variable ,i k ie z
ji  has the same distribution of ,k iz  for any ij , i.e., 
, , ,
i i
k i k i k iz e z e z
j jé ùé ù é ù= =ê úë û ë ûë û
i i    and 
,
22
,
k i
k iz
zs é ù= ê úë û . The density of ,k iz  is 
( ) ( )
( )2 2 2, , ,
2 22 2
0, 0,
2 2
0, 0,
1 1
, , ,2 2
, ,
z x pk i k i k i
k k
k k
k i k i k if z e f x p e
s sw w
w wps ps
æ ö÷ç ÷ç- ÷ç - +÷÷çè ø
= = =                   (6) 
where 2 2, , ,k i k i k iz x p= +  is the magnitude, which is a Rayleigh random variable with density 
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( )
2
,
22
, ,
2
,
, ,, 0
zk i
zk i k i
zk i
z
k i k if z e z
sw
ws
-
= ³ ,                                    (7) 
while the 2 2 2, , ,k i k i k iz x p= +  squared magnitude is exponentially distributed with density 
( )
2
,
2
,
2
,
2 21
, ,, 0
zk i
zk i
zk i
k i k if z e z
sw
ws
-
= ³ .                                 (8) 
The i-th Gaussian subcarrier CV of user kU  is defined as  
( ) ( )1, ,IFFTi k i k i iz F z df -= = = ,                             (9) 
where IFFT stands for the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform, and subcarrier continuous-variable 
if  in Equation (9) is also a zero-mean, circular symmetric complex Gaussian random variable 
( )20,
i
i d
d sÎ  , 22
i
id
ds é ù= ê úë û . The quadrature components of the modulated Gaussian subcar-
rier CVs are referred by ( )2, 0,d dx p wsÎ  , where 2ws  is the constant modulation variance of 
AMQD that is used in the transmission phase (Note: the constant modulation variance is prova-
bly the optimal solution in the low-SNR regimes, because the performance is very close to the 
exact allocation [3-4], [18-19], [21-23]. This property will not change in the singular layer of 
AMQD and AMQD-MQA.). 
Assuming K independent users in the AMQD-MQA, who transmit the single-carrier Gaussian 
CVs to an encoder  , (9) modifies as follows 
( ) ( )† 1, ,CVQFTi k i k i iz F z df -= = = ,                       (10) 
where †CVQFT  refers to the continuous-variable inverse quantum Fourier transform (QFT). 
The inverse of (9) results the single-carrier CV from the subcarrier CV as follows: 
( ) ( ) ( )( )1, , ,CVQFTk i i i k i k iF d F F z zj f -= = = = ,            (11) 
where CVQFT  is the continuous-variable QFT operation.  
Let kz  be a d-dimensional, zero-mean, circular symmetric complex random Gaussian vector of 
kU , 
( ) ( ),1 ,, , 0, kTk k k k k dz z= + = Î zz x p K i ,                         (12) 
where 
kz
K  is the d d´  Hermitian covariance matrix of kz , †k k ké ù= ê úë ûzK z z , and 
†
kz  stands for 
the adjoint of kz . Each ,k iz  variable is a zero-mean, circular symmetric complex Gaussian ran-
dom variable 
,
2
, 0,
zk i
k iz ws
æ ö÷çÎ ÷ç ÷çè ø , , , ,k i k i k iz x p= + i . The real and imaginary variables (i.e., the 
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position and momentum quadratures) formulate d-dimensional real Gaussian random vectors, 
( ),1 ,, , Tk k k dx x=x   and ( ),1 ,, , Tk k k dp p=p  , with zero-mean Gaussian random variables  
2
,
22
0,
0,
1
, 2
xk i
k
k
k ix e
sw
ws p
-
= , 
2
,
22
0,
0,
1
, 2
pk i
k
k
k ip e
sw
ws p
-
= ,                           (13) 
where 
0,
2
kws  is the stands for single-carrier modulation variance (precisely, the variance of the real 
and imaginary components of ,k iz ). For vector kz ,  
k k ke e
g gé ùé ù é ù= =ê úë û ë ûë ûz z zi i                                     (14) 
holds, and 
( )TT Tk k k k k ke e eg g gé ùé ù é ù= =ê úê ú ê úë û ë ûê úë ûz z z z z zi i i2   ,                         (15) 
for any 0,2g pé ùÎ ë û . The density of kz  is as follows (if kzK  is invertible): 
( ) † 11
det
k kk
d
k
kf ep
--= z
z
z K z
K
z .                                     (16) 
A d-dimensional Gaussian random vector is expressed as k =x As , where A  is an (invertible) 
linear transform from d  to d , and s  is a d-dimensional standard Gaussian random vector 
( )0,1
d
 . This vector is characterized by its covariance matrix 
k k
TT
k
é ù =ú= êë ûxK x x AA , as 
( ) ( )
( )21
2 det
.
T
kk
T
d Tk
e
p
-
=
x x
AA
AA
x                                     (17) 
The Fourier transformation ( )F ⋅  of an l-dimensional Gaussian random vector ( )1, , Tlv v=v   
results in the d-dimensional Gaussian random vector ( )1, , Tdm m=m  : 
( )
( )2 2 21
0
2 2
m mdT T
F e e
sw- + +-= = =m AA mm v

.                               (18) 
In the first step of AMQD, Alice applies the inverse FFT operation to vector kz  (see Equation 
(12)), which outputs an l-dimensional zero-mean, circular symmetric complex Gaussian random 
vector d , ( )0,Î dd K , ( )1, , Tld d=d  , as 
( )
( )2 2 21
0
2 21
d dlT T
kF e e
sw + +-= = =d AA dd z

,                               (19) 
where 
i ii d d
d x p= + i , ( )20,
i
i d
d sÎ  , and the position and momentum quadratures of if  are 
i.i.d. Gaussian random variables 
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( )20,
id F
x sÎ  , ( )20,
id F
p sÎ  ,                                  (20) 
where †é ùê úë û=dK dd , e eg gé ùé ù é ù= =ê úë û ë ûë ûd d di i   , and ( )TT Te e eg g gé ùé ù é ù= =ê úê ú ê úë û ë ûê úë ûdd d d ddi i i2    
for any 0,2g pé ùÎ ë û . The coherent Gaussian subcarrier CV is 
( )1i i kd F zf -= = .                                          (21) 
The result of Equation (19) defines l independent i  Gaussian sub-channels, each with noise 
variance 2
i
s , one for each subcarrier coherent state if . After the CV subcarriers are transmit-
ted through the noisy quantum channel, Bob applies the CVQFT, which results him the noisy 
version k kzj¢ ¢=  of the input kz  of kU .  
The m-th element of d-dimensional zero-mean, circular symmetric complex Gaussian random out-
put vector ( )†0,k k kÎ é ùê úë ûy y y   of kU , is as follows: 
( )( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )
( )( ) ( ) ( )
, ,
1
,  
,
k m k m
k m
i i i il
y F z F
F F F z F
F T F d F
-
= + D
= + D
= + Då
T
T



                         (22) 
where ( )( )F T   is the Fourier transform of the l-dimensional complex channel transmission 
vector  
( ) ( ) ( )( )1 1 , T ll lT T= ÎT     ,                              (23) 
where 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )Re Imi i i i i iT T T= + Î   i ,                       (24) 
is a complex variable, called transmittance coefficient, which quantifies the position and momen-
tum quadrature transmission (i.e., gain) of the i-th Gaussian sub-channel i , in the phase space 
 , with (normalized) real and imaginary parts ( )0 Re 1 2 ,i iT£ £  ( )0 Im 1 2i iT£ £ . 
The ( )i iT   variable has a magnitude of ( ) ( ) ( )2 2Re Imi i i i i iT T T= + Î    , where 
( ) ( )Re Imi i i iT T=  , by our convention.   
For the l sub-channels, the ( )F D  complex vector is evaluated as 
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 22 2
1
1
2 2 ,
F FT lF FF l
F e e
s s
æ ö÷ç ÷ç ÷ç- D + + D ÷ç ÷- D D ç ÷÷çD è ø
D = =
K

 
                          (25) 
which is the Fourier transform of the l-dimensional zero-mean, circular symmetric complex Gaus-
sian noise vector ( )20,
d
sDD Î  , ( ) ( )1, , 0,Tl DD = D D Î K  , where †D é ùê úë= D ûDK  , with 
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independent, zero-mean Gaussian random components ( )20,
i i
x sD Î   , ( )20,i ip sD Î    with 
variance 2
i
s  for each iD . These identify the Gaussian noise of sub-channel i  on the quadra-
ture components in the phase space  . The CVQFT-transformed noise vector can be rewritten as 
( ) ( ) ( )( )1 , , TlF F FD = D D , with Fourier-transformed quadrature noise components 
( ) ( )( ) ( )2 20, 0,i i ix FF s sD Î =   , ( ) ( )( ) ( )2 20, 0,i i ip FF s sD Î =    for each ( )iF D , 
which defines a d-dimensional zero-mean, circular symmetric complex Gaussian random vector 
( ) ( )( ) ( )0, 0,FF D DD Î =K K    with a covariance matrix 
( ) ( ) ( )†F F FD = D Dé ùê úë ûK  .                                      (26)                    
An AMQD block is formulated from l Gaussian subcarrier continuous-variables, as follows:  
( )( ) ( ) ( )j F F j F jé ù é ù é ù= + Dë û ë û ë ûy T d ,                             (27) 
where j is the index of the AMQD block, ( ) ( )( )1F F F-=d z , for ( )1F- z  see (19), while 
( )
( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) ( )( )
1
1
1
, , ,
, , ,
, , .
T
d
T
l
T
l
j y j y j
F j F d j F d j
F j F j F j
é ù é ù é ù=ë û ë û ë û
é ù é ù é ù=ë û ë û ë û
é ù é ù é ùD = D Dë û ë û ë û
y
d



                          (28)        
The squared magnitude ( ) 2F jt é ù= ë ûd  is an exponentially distributed variable, with density 
( ) ( ) 2221 2 ,nf e wt swt s -=  and from the Parseval theorem [18-20] follows, that 22n wt sé ù £ë û ,                     
while the average quadrature modulation variance of the Gaussian subcarriers is 
0
2 2 21
1
.
i
n
n
i
w w ws s s=
= =å                                        (29) 
Eve’s attack on sub-channel i  is modeled by the ,Eve iT  normalized complex transmittance 
, , ,Re ImEve i Eve i Eve iT T T= + Î i , where ,0 Re 1 2Eve iT£ £ , ,0 Im 1 2Eve iT£ £ . 
Assuming that s  subcarriers dedicated for user kU , a logical channel kU  can be defined for the 
given AMQD block as 
1, ,k
T
U sjé ù é ù=ë û ë û   .                                       (30) 
 
2.2   SVD on a Hilbert space 
The SVD of an M N´  real or complex matrix M  is a factorization of M , as follows: 
1U V-= åM ,                                             (31) 
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where U  is an M M´  unitary matrix, 1V-  is an N N´  unitary matrix, and G  is an M N´  
diagonal matrix [18-20]. The il  nonnegative real diagonal entries of å  are the singular values of 
M , and the columns of U  and 1V-  are referred as the left-singular vectors (eigenvectors of 
†MM ) and right-singular vectors of M  (eigenvectors of †MM ). The il  singular values are the 
square roots of the nonzero eigenvalues of †MM  or †MM . 
In particular, the SVD of Equation (31) can be extended to a (separable) Hilbert space   via a 
bounded operator ( )⋅ , using a partial isometry U , a unitary V , a measure space Z , and a 
nonnegative measureable  , such that 
( ) 1U V-= GM ,                                           (32) 
where G  is a multiplication by   on 2Z , which can be decomposed into 
( ) 1 1UV V V- -= ⋅ GM ,                                     (33) 
where 1UV-  identifies a partial isometry and 1V V-G  is positive. 
 
3  Singular Layer for CVQKD 
Theorem 1 (Additional degree of freedom for AMQD via singular layer transmission). The addi-
tional degree of freedom of the singular layer provides an improved R transmission rate over the l 
Gaussian sub-channels i , upper bounded by ( ) ( )( )
22
2 22max log 1
i ii
F T
AMQD li
C w
g
s
s s
¢¢
+"
æ ö÷ç ÷ç= + ÷ç ÷ç ÷è øå 
 , 
where 
min
2 2 2maxEve inw
s n s l¢¢ æ ö÷ç= - ÷ç ÷çè ø , il  is the i-th eigenchannel of ( )F T , min
2max in
l  is the largest 
eigenvalue of ( ) ( )†F FT T , and 2gs  is the interference noise. 
 
Proof. 
In terms of AMQD [4], the output ,k my  refers to the m-th message of user kU , and it is expressed 
as 
( )( ) ( ), ,k m k my F z F= + DT  .                                 (34) 
The singular layer consists of a pre-unitary 1F  ( 1U ) (scaled FFT operation (scaled CVQFT), 
independent from the IFFT operation F ( 1U )) (see Figs. 1 and 2) and a post-unitary 
1
2U
-  
(CVQFT operation, independent from the U †CVQFT  operation) that perform the pre- and 
post-transform. The pre-unitary 1F  ( 1U ) transforms such that the input will be sent through the 
il  eigenchannels of the Gaussian link, whereas 12U-  performs its inverse. Note that the pre- 1F  
( 1U ) and post-
1
2U
-  unitaries are the not inverse of F  and U  but 11F
-  ( 11U
- ) and 2U , respec-
tively.  
In particular, these unitaries define the set 1S  of singular operators, as follows: 
 10
{ }11 1 2,F U-=S .                                             (35) 
Specifically, if each transmit user sends a single-carrier Gaussian CV signal to an encoder  , then 
the pre-operator is the unitary 1U , the CVQFT operation, whereas the unitary post-operator is 
achieved by the inverse CVQFT operation 12U
- , defining the set 2S  of singular operators as 
{ }12 1 2,U U-=S .                                              (36) 
The subindices of the operators { }11 2,F U-  and { }11 2,U U-  are different in each iS , 1,2i =  be-
cause these operators are not the inverse of each other. These operators are determined by the 
SVD of ( )F T , which is evaluated as 
( ) 12 1F U F-= GT ,                                              (37) 
where 11 1, in in
K KF F ´- Î   and 12 2, out outK KU U ´- Î  , inK , and outK  refer to the number of sender 
and receiver users such that in outK K£ , 1 11 1 1 1F F F F I- -= = , and 1 12 2 2 2U U U U I- -= = . 
The term G Î   is a diagonal matrix with nonnegative real diagonal elements  
min1 2
,nl l l³ ³                                          (38) 
which are called the eigenchannels of ( ) 12 1F U F-= GT , where 
( )min min ,in outn K K= ,                                         (39) 
which equals to the rank of ( )F T , where 
in outK K£ ,                                                (40) 
by an initial assumption. (Note: the eigenchannels are also called the ordered singular values of 
( )F T .) 
In terms of the il  eigenchannels, ( )F T  can be precisely rewritten as 
( )
min
1
2, 1,i i in
F U Fl -= åT ,                                       (41) 
where 12, 1,i i iU Fl -  are rank-one matrices. 
In fact, the minn  squared eigenchannels 
2
il  are the eigenvalues of the matrix 
( ) ( )† 12 2TF F U U-= GGT T ,                                      (42) 
where TG  is the transpose of G . 
The unitary 1F ( 1U ) applied on the input data ( )0,Î zz K  defines an s  stream matrix 
( ) ( ) ( )
min1 1
, , 0,
T
ns s F= = Î ss z K  ,                             (43) 
with minn  data streams is . A stream variable is  identifies the CV state is  in the phase space 
  as 
1
2, 1, .i i i i is U F sl -¢ =                                             (44) 
The noisy ( )¢ =s s  stream vector is  
( ) ( ) ( )
min1 1
, , 0, ,
T
ns s F g D¢ ¢ ¢ ¢= = Î + +ss z K K K                    (45) 
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where gK  is the covariance of the ( )0, gg Î K  eigenchannel interference and 
( )
min
1
2 1
1
2, 1, .i i i in
F U F
U F sl
-
-
¢ = = G
= å
s T s s
                                        (46) 
Without loss of generality, using the operations 1F , 
1
1F
- , and 12U
- , Equation (34) can be rewrit-
ten as 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )
1 1 1 1
2 , 1 2 1 , 2 2
1 1 1
2 1 , 2 2 ,
k m k m i
k m i
U y F U F UF z U U U
U F z U U U
g
g
- - - -
- - -
= G + D +
= G + D +                 (47) 
where 2U  and 
1
2U
-  unitaries stand for the CVQFT and inverse CVQFT operations, U  refers to 
the CVQFT operation, and ( )( )12U U- D  has the same distribution as D ,  
      ( )( ) ( )12 0, ,U U- DD Î K                                      (48) 
whereas 
( ) ( )12 0, .iiU gg- Î K                                         (49) 
Thus, for simplicity, the term of ( )( )12U U- D  will be called ( )U D , and 
( ) 2 21F =z z ,                                            (50) 
by theory (see also the definitions of AMQD [4] and AMQD-MQA [3]). In case of AMQD, the 
subcarrier transmission is realized through the l good i  Gaussian sub-channels with a constant 
modulation variance 2ws . In the singular layer, the transmission is interpreted through the minn  
eigenchannels il , with a modulation variance 2 2w ws s¢ ¹ .  
The unitary 1F  makes the transmission of data stream is  through the il  eigenchannel possible. 
In particular, if the encoder   knows the SVD decomposition 
( ) 12 1F U F-= GT ,                                            (51) 
then it is possible for   to send the pre-transformed data streams is  through the il  eigenchan-
nels without interference ig . At a partial channel side information, the il  eigenchannels of G  
interfere with one another; thus, the streams will arrive non-orthogonally to the decoder  , 
which requires an interference cancellation at  .  
The Fourier-transformed interference ( )12 iU g- , ( ) ( )12 0, iiU gg- Î K , 22i i ig gs gé ù= = ê úë ûK  , 
minmin
2 21
inn ggs s=å , is defined in the   phase space precisely as 
( ) min1 1 12 2 2, 1,
n
i j j j j
j i
U U U F sg l- - -
¹
æ ö÷ç ÷ç= ÷ç ÷ç ÷çè øå ,                           (52) 
where 12U
-  refers to the post-unitary inverse CVQFT operation. (Note: The ( )i ig l  eigenchannel 
interference is not related to the crosstalk noise [4] ( )i ig  , which could occur between the i  
Gaussian sub-channels during the transmission. In particular, the crosstalk noise is included in 
the noise variance 2s  of the Gaussian sub-channels; see [4].) 
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The unitary post-operation is performed by 12U
-  at   on the noisy stream vector ¢s  as 
1
2U j- ¢ ¢= =s z .                                          (53) 
In Fig. 1, the elements of the additional layer injected by the SVD are depicted above the func-
tional components of AMQD-MQA. 
 
Gaussian
modulation
1d
nd
  
1f¢1f
nf (AWGN)
1, , Kz z
nf¢

1j¢
Kj¢( )CVQFT( )IFFT
UF
Bob 1
Bob K

Rate
selection

( )FFT
1F
( )†CVQFT
( ) 12 1F U F-= GT
1
2U
-
1
1F
-
2U
Modulated CV 
subcarriers
AMQD
Gs ( )s
 
Figure 1. The singular layer transmission model of the K K  AMQD-MQA multiple-access 
scheme. The model consists of a single encoder and K-independent receivers. The SVD of AMQD 
is expressed by the matrix ( ) 12 1F U F-= GT . The pre- and post-unitaries of the singular layer are 
the 1F  scaled FFT operation and its unitary inverse CV operation 
1
2U
- .  
 
In the second setting of AMQD-MQA, ( )F T  is precisely evaluated as  
( ) 12 1F U U-= GT .                                             (54) 
Thus, without loss of generality, 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )
1 1 1 1
2 , 1 2 1 , 2 2
1 1 1
2 1 , 2 2 .
k m k m i
k m i
U y U U F UF z U U U
U F z U U U
g
g
- - - -
- - -
= G + D +
= G + D +            (55) 
The SVD decomposition for the second setting of AMQD-MQA is depicted in Fig. 2. 
 
  
1f¢1j
Kj (AWGN)
1z
nf¢

1j¢
Kj¢
CV 
single-
carriers
( )CVQFT
Alice 1
Alice K

( )†CVQFT

1f
nfKz
AMQD
Bob 1
Bob K

Rate
selection

( )CVQFT
1
2U
-
( )†CVQFT
1U 1U-
1
1U
-
U
2UGs ( )s
( ) 12 1F U U-= GT  
Figure 2. The singular layer transmission model of the K K  AMQD-MQA, with K-
independent transmitters and K-independent receivers. The SVD of AMQD is expressed by the 
matrix ( ) 12 1F U U-= GT . The pre- and post-unitaries of the singular layer are the 1U  CVQFT 
operation and the inverse CVQFT operation 12U
- . 
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In the AMQD framework, the optimal solution is to allocate the constant modulation variance 
2
ws ¢  for the minn  eigenchannel il  because in the low-SNR regimes, it is provably the optimal so-
lution [4]. Assuming the constant modulation variance 2ws  for the l sub-channels  
( )( )( )min
2 2 2 21
22 max ,
i in ll
Eve i ii
F T
w ww ws s s s
n s
¢ ¢
"
= = =
= -
å å
 
                             (56)                    
where ( )( ) 2max i ii F T"   identifies the strongest Gaussian sub-channel i  in AMQD, see [4], 
and  
min
2 2 2 21 1
1 1
max ,Eve ic c nw w
s s n s l¢¢+ +
æ æ öö÷÷ç ç= = - ÷÷ç ç ÷÷ç çè è øø                          (57) 
where 0c >  is a constant, 2ws ¢¢  is the constant sub-channel modulation variance at a constant 
modulation variance 2
iws ¢  for the i-th eigenchannel il  in the singular layer, which is yielded as 
 
min
min
min
min min
2 2 2
21
21
2 21 1
1
max
max ,
i
in
n
n
Eve in c n
w
w
w
s m s l
s
s
n s l
¢
¢
+
æ ö÷ç= - ÷ç ÷çè ø
=
=
æ æ öö÷÷ç ç= - ÷÷ç ç ÷÷ç çè è øø


                        (58) 
where 
min
2max in
l  is the is the largest eigenvalue of ( ) ( )†F FT T , thus m  is chosen as follows: 
( ) ( )( )min min
2 21
min1
1 1 max ,Eve in c n
n cm n s l+
æ æ öö÷÷ç ç= + + - ÷÷ç ç ÷÷ç çè è øø                    (59) 
where 1Even l= , and l  is the Lagrange coefficient of Eve’s optimal collective Gaussian attack, 
see [4] 
From (58), the achievable ( )C   capacity of   over the minn  eigenchannels il  is precisely: 
( )
( )
2 2
2 2
min
2 21
2 2
min
2 2 2 2
min min min
2
2 2
log 1
log 1 log 1 ,
ii
in i
n
n n n
C w
g
w w
g g
s l
s s
s l s l
s s s s
¢
¢ ¢
+
+ +
æ ö÷ç ÷= +ç ÷ç ÷è ø
æ ö æ ö÷ç ÷ç÷= + = +ç ÷ç÷ ÷ç ç÷ç è øè ø
å
å å

 

        (60) 
where 2gs  is the eigenchannel interference, which is vanishing 2 0gs  , in an ideal scenario when 
the SVD of ( )F T  is available for a precoding or postcoding at the transmitter or at the receiver, 
respectively. In particular, 2gs  is also vanishing at the partial channel side information when only 
a statistical approximation ( )( )S F T  of ( )F T  is available for the parties (see Section 4), in 
which the phenomenon is much more significantly present (and also significant by practical pur-
poses) in the low-SNR regimes, as it will be also proven in Section 4. 
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In particular, the singular layer transmission is allocated with the modulation variance 2
iws ¢  of 
Equation (58) such that the constraint of Equation (56) is satisfied. At minn  eigenchannels, the 
covariance matrix ,k sK  of user kU  is evaluated as follows: 
{ }
,1 , min
2 2 1
, 1 1, ,
k k n
k F diag Fw ws s -¢ ¢=sK                                   (61) 
or 
{ }
,1 , min
2 2 1
, 1 1, ,
k k n
k U diag Uw ws s -¢ ¢=sK  ,                                (62) 
where the modulation variance 
,
2
k iws ¢  is allocated to the i-th eigenchannel il  of kU , which leads to 
achievable capacity for kU  as 
( ) ( ) ( )( )
( )
2
min
†1
2
,
,
2
2 ,SNIR
log det
log 1 ,
k
out
U
K k k k
ki ik
n
C F Fs
l
= +
= +å
sI T K T

                    (63) 
where SNIR is the signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio.  
The SNIR is precisely evaluated as 
212
min
2 2 2 2
SNIR nii
ww
g g
ss
s s s s
¢
+ += =  ,                                    (64) 
where 2gs  is the variance of eigenchannel interference ( ) ( )12 0,iU gg- Î K .  
For inK  transmit users, the resulting capacity is 
( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )
( )
2
2
min
,
†1
2
†1
2 ,
2
2 ,
1
log det
log det
log SNIR1 ,
out
out
in
in
K
K k k k
K
K
k ik i
k n
C F F
F F
s
s
l
=
= +
æ ö÷ç ÷ç= + ÷ç ÷ç ÷çè ø
= +
å
åå
s
s
I T K T
I T K T



                     (65) 
according to the capacity region of AMQD-MQA defined in [3]. 
In fact, assuming that the strongest eigenchannel is 
min
max in
l  and all il  eigenchannels pick up this 
maximum value in the low-SNR regimes ( 2 0gs  ), the achievable capacity is calculated as fol-
lows: 
( ) 22
min
min
2
2max log
i
inn
C e w
s
sl
¢» ⋅ ⋅å

 ,                                  (66) 
where  
2 2
min
2 2
min min
2 2max maxn ii in n
w w
s s
s sl l
¢å =
 
.                                     (67) 
Thus, 
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( )( )
min
min
22max maxi i iln in
F Tl
"
>å å  .                             (68) 
To see it, we exploit a property of AMQD. Let 0 1p£ £  be the probability that the 
( )( ) 2i il F Tå   sum of the squared magnitude of the Fourier-transformed channel transmis-
sion coefficients of the l Gaussian sub-channels pick up the maximum 
( )( ) ( )( )2 2maxi i i il liF T F T"=å å  : 
( )( ) ( )( )( )2 2Pr maxi i i il lip F T F T"é ù= =ê úë ûå å   .                (69) 
From this, the achievable rate over   is precisely 
( ) ( )( )
2
max
2log 1 SNR
i ili
F T
AMQD p
R p
æ öå ÷ç ÷ç= + ÷ç ÷ç ÷è ø
 ,                     (70) 
where 
2
2
SNR wss=  , which can be further evaluated into 
( ) ( )( ) 2 2max log SNRAMQD i iliR F T e= ⋅ ⋅å  .                     (71) 
Assuming that il  eigenchannels are allocated with the modulation variance 2ws ¢ , and assuming 
the probability that each squared eigenchannel 2il  equals 
min
2max in
l , 
min
min min
2 2Pr maxi inn n
p l l
é æ öù÷çê ú÷ç= = ÷çê ú÷ç ÷çê úè øë û
å å ,                               (72) 
one obtains rate, calculated as follows: 
( )
2
minmin
2
min
min
min
2
2
min
min
max
2max
2
2
2
2
log 1 SNR
max log SNR
max log ,
i
nn
i
n
i
p
inn
inn
R p
e
e w
l
l
s
s
l
l ¢
æ öå ÷ç ÷ç ÷= + ⋅ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷çè ø
= ⋅ ⋅
= ⋅ ⋅
å
å


                              (73) 
and from which Equation (66) is concluded. 
As a conclusion, by performing the modulation variance allocation mechanism for the l Gaussian 
sub-channels from [3-4] and by redefining ( )( ) 22min max i ii F Tn s "=    from [4] as 
2
2
min
min max i
n
s
ln ¢ =
 ,                                            (74) 
the constant modulation variance 2ws ¢¢  is derived as follows: 
2
2
min
2
min
max
,
i
n
Eve
Eve
w
s
l
s n n
n
¢¢ ¢= -
= -                                           (75) 
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where 1Even l= , and l  is the Lagrange coefficient, with 
( )( ) 2 2
min
2 2 2 1 1
min min maxmax
.
ii i ni
F T
w w ls s n n s
"
¢¢
æ ö÷ç ÷ç¢- = - = - ÷ç ÷ç ÷è ø 
                  (76) 
The ( )AMQDC   achievable capacity over the l Gaussian sub-channels is increased in comparison 
with that of [4] to 
 
( ) ( )( )
( )( )
22
2
2
2
2max
min
2
2
1
2
1
max log 1
max log 1 ,
i ii
Eve i i
i
n
l F T
AMQD i i
F T
l
i i
C w
s
l
s
s
n
s
¢¢
" =
æ ö÷ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷-ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷÷ççè ø
" =
æ ö÷ç ÷ç= + ÷ç ÷ç ÷è ø
æ ö÷ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷= +ç ÷÷ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷çè ø
å
å






                    (77) 
with a total constraint 
( )2 2 2 21 1 .
ill
cw w wws s s s¢¢¢¢ = = + >å                                    (78) 
The higher-layer manipulations of AMQD can be exploited in a multicarrier scenario, using the l 
Gaussian sub-channels for the transmission. In particular, the singular layer leads to improved 
capacity and improved user rates in the multiuser scheme of AMQD-MQA. However, the modula-
tion variance allocation mechanism requires some refinements in comparison with that of [4].  
 
The algorithm for the enhanced modulation variance allocation is precisely as follows. 
 
       Algorithm 
1. Perform the singular layer transmission via the unitary pre- and 
post operators 11 2,  F U
- , or 11 2,U U
- , where 1F  is the scaled FFT 
operation, 1U  is the CVQFT operation, and 
1
2U
-  is the inverse 
CVQFT, respectively. Compute ( ) 12 1F U F-= GT  
( ( ) 12 1F U U-= GT ), where G Î   is a diagonal matrix with non-
negative real diagonal elements 
min1 2 n
l l l³ ³ , where 
( )min min ,in outn K K= , at inK  transmit and outK  receiver users 
and l good Gaussian sub-channels. 
2. Determine the minn  squared eigenchannels 
2
il  from G  or from the 
eigenvalues of the matrix ( ) ( )† 12 2TF F U U-= GGT T , where TG  is 
the transpose of G . 
3. Determine 
min
2max in
l , where ( )( )
min min
22max maxi i in ln i
F Tl
"
>å å  , 
and compute the constant modulation variance 2ws ¢  for the il  ei-
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genchannels as 
min
2 2 2max
i
inw
s m s l¢
æ ö÷ç= - ÷ç ÷çè ø , where m  is chosen as 
( ) ( )( )min min
2 21
min1
1 1 max ,Eve in c n
n cm n s l+
æ æ öö÷÷ç ç= + + - ÷÷ç ç ÷÷ç çè è øø  with a total 
constraint 
min
2 2 2 21
i in llw ww ws s s s¢ ¢= = =å å . 
4. Determine SNIR as 
2 2
min
2 2 2 2
n iw w
g g
s s
s s s s
¢
+ +
å =
 
. The achievable rate in the 
low-SNR regimes is ( ) 22
min min
2
2max log
i
in n
R e w
s
sl
¢£ ⋅ ⋅å

 , 2 0gs  , 
if all il  eigenchannels pick up the theoretical maximum 
min
2max in
l . 
5. Perform the allocation of the l Gaussian sub-channels with the 
modulation variance 
min
2 2 2
min maxEve Eve inw
s n n n s l¢¢ æ ö÷ç¢= - = - ÷ç ÷çè ø , 
where 
min
2 2
min max in
n s l¢ =  , 1Even l= , and l  is the Lagrange co-
efficient. Then ( ) ( )( )
22
2 221
max log 1
i ii
F Tl
AMQD ii
R w
g
s
s s
¢¢
= +"
æ ö÷ç ÷ç= + ÷ç ÷ç ÷è øå 
  
over the Gaussian sub-channels, where 2 0gs   in the low-SNR re-
gimes. 
6. If knP < , perform the compensation of a nonideal Gaussian 
modulation by k kn n¢ = - P  for the l Gaussian sub-channels, where 
( )( )
min
22 2 2
min min max maxi i ii n
F Tn n s s l
"
¢P = - = -   and kn  
is the constant correction term of the noise level of the sub-
channels. 
 
Note that in step 5, the allocation mechanism of the Gaussian sub-channels can be found in [4], 
and in step 6, the method for the compensation of the imperfections of a nonideal Gaussian input 
modulation is handled by the proposed algorithm of [3].  
The results, in fact, conclude that from the SVD of ( ) 12 1F U F-= GT  and ( ) 12 1F U U-= GT , the 
minn  additional degree of freedom can be exploited to reach an improved performance in the mul-
ticarrier transmission of AMQD.  
 
■ 
 
The effect of the singular layer on the modulation variance allocation mechanism of the Gaussian 
sub-channels is illustrated in Fig. 3. 
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Figure 3. The effect of singular layer on the sub-channel modulation variance. In an AMQD 
modulation, the Gaussian subcarrier CVs are transmitted over l good (i.e., i Even n< ) Gaussian 
sub-channels i . The sub-channel noise minn  is decreased from ( )( ) 22min max i ii F Tn s "=    
to 
min
2 2
min max in
n s l¢ =  , which results in an increased modulation variance 2 minEvews n n¢¢ ¢= -  and 
a decreased constant correction k kn n¢ = - P  in the noise level. The total constraint is increased 
to 2 2 21 .
ill w wws s s¢¢¢¢ = >å  
 
4  SIA at a Partial Channel Side Information 
4.1   Transmission at a partial channel side information 
Lemma 1. At a partial channel side information, there exists an ( )F T -independent pre-unitary 
operation Q  such that ( ) ( )( ) 1
out in
K K
F S Fx x-=T T , where ( )( ) 1
inout
KK
S F x x-= GT  is the statistical 
model of ( )F T , 1
outK
x-  and 
inK
x  are unitary operators that formulate the input covariance matrix 
1
in in
K K
x x-= ÃsK , and Ã  is a diagonal matrix. At ( )( )S F T , 2 0gs   in the low-SNR regimes. 
 
Proof. 
At a partial channel side information, the exact SVD of ( )F T  is not available for the encoder; 
thus, the eigenvectors of ( ) ( )†F FT T  are not available for the pre-unitary operation 1F  and 1U . 
In this case, the encoder   can use an ( )F T -independent pre-unitary Q . In particular, the 
transmission is allocated with the modulation variance of Equation (58) such that the constraint 
of Equation (56) is satisfied, which at inK  transmit users and input vector ( )1, , in TKs s=s  , 
leading to the covariance matrix 
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{ }
1
2 2 †, ,
Kin
Qdiag Qw ws s¢ ¢=sK  ,                                    (79) 
and the R reliable transmission rate is 
( ) ( ) ( )( )2 †12log det outKR F Fsé ù£ +ê úë ûsI T K T  ,                        (80) 
which can be simply verified by a sphere packing argument [18-20].  
Using Equation (79) with the assumption 1outK =  and inKQ = I , the maximal rate leads to 
Equation (60). Thus, the capacity of the Gaussian quantum channel can be achieved at an 
( )F T -independent unitary Q  because the covariance matrix sK  in Equation (79) can be chosen 
as a function ( )f ⋅  of the distribution of ( )F T .  
At a partial channel side information, sK  requires the transmitter to build a statistical model 
( )( ) ( )( )S F f F=T T  about the distribution of ( )F T , which allows to reach 2 0gs   in the 
low-SNR regimes. It then leads to a reliable transmission rate of 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) 22
min
†1
2
:
2
2
max max log det
SNo Rl g 1 .
outKTr
n
i i
R F F
w ss
l
£
é ù= +ê úë û
= +é ùê úë ûå
s s
s
K K
I T K T

 
       (81) 
The sK  of the input has to be chosen such that it matches ( )( )S F T  rather than the exact re-
alization of the distribution of ( )F T  [18] because at a partial channel side information, only 
( )( )S F T  is available for Alice. In particular, by exploiting the fact that Eve attacks all of the 
i  Gaussian sub-channels, and the distribution of ( )F T  formulates a time-independent deter-
ministic process,   can choose an ( )F T -independent Q  such that 
( )1Q S F=  or ( )1Q S U= .                                  (82) 
Thus, ( )( )S F T  allows for Alice to use 
( )( ) 12 1S F F F-é ù= Gê úë ûT                                       (83) 
or 
( )( ) 12 1S F U U-é ù= Gê úë ûT  .                                     (84) 
The results in Equations (83) and (84) allow for the transmitter to determine the eigenvalues of 
( )( ) ( )( )† 12 2TS F S F F F-é ù= GGê úë ûT T                              (85) 
or 
( )( ) ( )( )† 12 2TS F S F U U-é ù= GGê úë ûT T  ,                           (86) 
In fact, operation Q transforms the input to transmit them over the eigendirections of 
( ) ( )†F FT T ; thus, the allocation algorithm of Theorem 1 can be directly applied in the input, 
which precisely leads to the maximal rate of Equation (77). 
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In particular, if the distribution of ( )F T  cannot be modeled as a deterministic process, the Alice 
still can handle the situation via ( )( )S F T  as follows. In this case, the entries of matrix 
( )( )S F T  are statistically independent with a zero mean.  
Thus, it formulates another (i.e., different from the SVD of ( )F T ) matrix as 
( )( ) 1
inout
KK
S F x x-= GT ,                                        (87) 
where 1
outK
x-  and 
inK
x  are unitary operators. Thus, 
( ) ( )( ) 1 ,
out in
K K
F S Fx x-=T T                                      (88) 
and the pre-unitary Q  is 
inK
Q x= ,                                                  (89) 
which leads to the sK  covariance matrix  
1
in in
K K
x x-= ÃsK ,                                              (90) 
where Ã  is a diagonal matrix that identifies the 2ws ¢  modulation variance components. 
Without loss of generality, the ( )( ) 1
inout
KK
S F x x-= GT , and sK  leads to achievable capacity  
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )
22
22
†11
2
:
†1 11
2
:
max log det
max log det ,
out inin
out in inin in
K KKTr
K K KK KTr
C S F S F
S F S F
w
w
ss
ss
x x
x x x x
-
£
- -
£
é ù= +ê úë û
é ù= + Ãê úë û
s s
s s
s
K K
K K
I T K T
I T T


 

  (91) 
where the diagonal entries of Ã  are chosen such that the optimality condition 
2 1
inin
KKws ¢Ã = I                                                 (92) 
is met, where 
min
2 2
inw ws s¢ ¢= å  with the constraint of Equation (56).  
Putting the pieces together, (91) leads to 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )
( ) ( )
22
22
21
min
2
21
min
2
† 11
2
:
†1
2
:
†
2
2
2
max log det
max log det
log det
log 1
out out out
out
K nin
out in
K nin
K K KTr
K
Tr
K K
i
C S F S F
S F S F
F F
w
w
w
w
ss
ss
s
s
s
s
x x
l
¢
¢
-
Ã Ã £
Ã Ã £
é ù= + Ãê úë û
é ù= + Ãê úë û
é æ öù÷çê ú÷= +ç ÷çê ú÷çè øë û
æ ö÷ç ÷= +ç ÷ççè ø
I T T
I T T
I T T
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where 2il  are the ordered squared, random singular values of ( )F T .  
For the random distribution of 2il , from the Jensen inequality [18], it precisely follows that 
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which demonstrates that Equation (93) is maximized if ( )( )S F T  identifies a random process, in 
fact, if the distribution of 2il  converges into a   uniform distribution.  
In particular, in long-distance CVQKD scenarios, the transmission is realized in the low-SNR 
regimes, and we focus specifically on this segment. In the low-SNR regime, the term of 
21
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2
2K nin
i
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s l
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
 allows us to rewrite Equation (93) as 
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where 
2 21 1
min min
2 2
2 2
2 2log 1 log
K n K nin in
i i e
w ws s
s sl l
¢ ¢æ ö÷ç ÷+ »ç ÷ç ÷çè ø  , by theory. The result in Equation (95) reveals 
that in the low-SNR regimes, the distribution of 2il  has no relevance [18] because 2ilé ùê úë û  does not 
deal with the correlation among 2il ; and, the inequality of Equation (94) vanishes in the low-
SNR CVQKD scenarios.  
Note, that assuming that in outK K K= = , from the law of large numbers the capacity at 
( )( )S F T  can be approximated as  
( ) SNR ,C Kc é ù= ⋅ ë û                                                (96) 
where c  is a constant. 
■ 
 
4.2   Postcoding interference cancellation 
Lemma 2 (Interference cancellation at the decoder). If ( )( ) 12 1S F U F-é ù= Gê úë ûT   is available at 
the decoder, then the interference ( )1 12 2i iU Ug g- -=  can be cancelled by operator i  as 
( )i i is ^¢ =  , where { } min1ni j js^ =¢= , j i¹  consists of minn  CV states js ¢ , such that each 
js ¢  is orthogonal to the subspace i  spanned by the min 1n -  eigenchannel vectors 
{ }12, 1, ,j j jU Fl -  min1, , ,j n j i= ¹ .  
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Proof. 
Let the noisy output CV stream is ¢ Î   to be given as 
1
2i i i is s U Ug-¢ = + + D ,                                (97) 
where ( )i iU UD = D  is the CVQFT-transformed noise of the Gaussian channel   (for fur-
ther information see [4]), and 12 iU g-  is the inverse CVQFT-transformed interference of the 
min, 1, ,i i nl =   eigenchannels, evaluated as 
min
1 1 1
2 2 2, 1,
n
i j j j j
j i
U U U F sg l- - -
¹
é æ öù÷çê ú÷ç= ÷çê ú÷ç ÷çê úè øë û
å .                              (98).  
Assuming that the decoder knows ( )( ) 12 1S F U F-é ù= Gê úë ûT  , it is possible to construct a i  op-
erator such that 
( )i i is ^¢ =  ,                                           (99) 
where the set  
{ } min
1
n
i j j
s^ =¢= , j i¹                                       (100) 
consists of minn  CV states js ¢ , such that each js ¢  is orthogonal to the subspace i  spanned 
by the min 1n -  eigenchannel vectors, calculated as follows: 
{ }12, 1, ,j j jU Fl - min1, , ,j n j i= ¹ .                               (101) 
In particular, operator i  defines a 
i
outS
d K^ ´  matrix, and the i-th row of i  form an orthonor-
mal basis ib  of i
^ . Without loss of generality, the 
iS
d ^  rows of i
^ , 
1, ,
Si
db b b ^
ì üï ïï ï= í ýï ïï ïî þ
 ,                                          (102) 
are all orthogonal to the subspace i  spanned by the min 1n -  eigenchannel vectors 
{ }12, 1,j j jU Fl - , j i¹ .  
Specifically, if the SVD of ( )( ) 12 1S F U F-é ù= Gê úë ûT   is not the linear combination of any other 
SVDs of ( )jF T , j i¹ , then 12 iU g-  can be cancelled by applying i  on js ¢ , resulting in 
1 1
2, 1, 2i i i i i i i i i i is U F s U Ul g- -¢ = + + D    ,                      (103) 
where 12i iU g- = Æ , and i iU D  identifies a Gaussian noise vector i iU D  in the phase 
space with a distribution 
( )0,
ii i
U DD Î K  .                                        (104) 
In particular, the noise given in Equation (104) then leads to SNR, calculated as follows: 
( )( )( ) 22
2
SNR i i i
F Tws
s
¢¢é ùê ú= ê úë û
  .                                     (105).  
The decoder-side interference cancellation can be rewritten by an operator iW , for all i, as 
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( )† 12, 1,i i i i i iW U Fl -=   .                                        (106) 
Let I-  be the pseudoinverse operation [18-20]. Because for the SVD of ( )iF T , the relation 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
1† †1 1 1 1
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æ ö÷ç= ÷ç ÷çè ø
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              (107) 
holds because ( )F T  is a square matrix and invertible.  
It leads to the conclusion that ( )†1 12, 1, 2, 1,i i i i i iU F U F Il l- - =  is invertible; thus, 12, 1,i i iU Fl -  is linearly 
independent (i.e., it cannot be expressed as the linear combination of any other SVDs 
( )12, 1,j j jU Fl - , j i¹ ), for i" . 
Thus, the overall stream-level rate at the utilization of projector i  is 
( ) ( )( )2 22
min
2log 1
i
stream n
R ws lsl
¢£ +å

 .                            (108) 
These results conclude the proof on the decoder-side eigenchannel interference cancellation.  
■ 
 
Note that the application of operator iW  requires the knowledge of ( )( ) 12 1S F U F-é ù= Gê úë ûT   at 
the decoder. Thus, this type of interference cancellation is suboptimal. This problem will be re-
solved in Theorem 2. 
 
4.3   SIA precoding 
Theorem 2 (SIA precoding of Gaussian random quadratures). The 12 iU g-  eigenchannel inter-
ference can be cancelled by a precoding operator V  at encoder  , which defines a phase space 
constellation   such that the transmitted { }12mini k i iEC Uk j a g-= -  is the minimal 
difference of the equivalence class k iEC j  of the Gaussian CV ij  and the interference term 
1
2 iUa g- , where 2 2 2w wa s s s= +  . Operator V  is optimal at ( )( )S F T  for all settings of 
AMQD-MQA. 
 
Proof. 
At a ( )( )S F T  partial channel side information, the streams that sent over the eigenchannels 
cannot be perfectly separated orthogonally by 1F  (scaled FFT operation) and 1U . Assuming an 
interference-free transmission, the decoder receives the noisy CV state i i iUj j¢ = + D . In 
particular, in the AMQD setting, the inference is Fourier-transformed by the receiver, denoted by 
iU g . Thus, the noisy Gaussian CV ij¢  is 12i i i iU Uj j g-¢ = + + D .  
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As illustrated in Fig. 4, the eigenchannel interference ( )12 iU g-  is an additional noise in the phase 
space  , added to the transmit user Gaussian CV state ij . 
 
Figure 4. At eigenchannel interference, the user signal ij  is transformed into 12i iUj g-+ , 
which is then distorted into  12i i i iU Uj j g-¢ = + + D . With no interference, the decoder 
receives i i iUj j¢ = + D  (x, position quadrature; p, momentum quadrature). 
 
Assume that a constellation   in   exists and user iU  transmits a Gaussian CV ij  of  . In 
the naive approach, the   encoder compensates 12 iU g-  as follows. It encodes ij  as 
( )1 12 2i i i i iU Uk j g j g- -= + - = - .                           (109) 
The CV state ik  is then sent to the receiver, which results in the noisy ik¢  as follows: 
1
2i i i i i iU U Uk k g j-¢ = + + D = + D .                      (110) 
In particular, the naive precoding approach is strictly suboptimal because the energy increase 2
igs  
required in Equation (109) is unbounded by theory [18-20], because the transmit user Gaussian 
CV ij  and the inference 12 iU g-  can be arbitrary distant from each other in  . Thus, the 
compensation of 12 iU g-  could require an unbounded additional modulation variance 2
igs .  
To avoid this problem, the precoding operator V  defines the W  equivalence class set of the ij  
Gaussian CV states  in the phase space with ECd  equivalence class k iEC j  CV states. Denoting 
the CV states of a set W  by k iEC j , W  is defined as 
{ }
1
ECd
k i k
EC j =W º .                                          (111) 
The phase space constellation   constructed by V  is the superset of W  equivalence class sets, 
as follows: 
{ }
1
D D
,EC
d
k i k
EC j =º W =                                 (112) 
where D  refers to the phase space domain where ik  (more precisely, 12 iU g- ) could occur in 
 .  
The naive approach is illustrated in Fig. 5.  
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Figure 5. The naive precoding approach. (a) The transmitted ik  is the difference of the user 
Gaussian CV ij  and the interference 12 iU g- . The naive approach is strictly suboptimal be-
cause the energy increase 2
igs  required for 
1
2i i iUk j g-= -  could be unbounded, depending 
on the difference of ij  and 12 iU g- . (b) The CV state ik  under interference 12 iU g-  is 
transformed into ij . The origin at the decoder is shifted onto 12 iU g- . 
 
Operator V  chooses an k iEC j  from W , for which 12k i iEC Uj g--  is minimal, and pre-
pares a transmit Gaussian CV state ik  from k iEC j  such that 
{ }12mini k i iEC Uk j g-= - .                                (113) 
In particular, in this approach, the required modulation variance 2
igs  is bounded because al-
though the difference 12i iUj g--  can be arbitrary, by choosing the closest k iEC j  to 
1
2 iU g- , the difference of 12k i iEC Uj g--  is restricted and minimized, which also results in 
a minimized additional modulation variance 2
igs .  
We define an optimal phase space constellation   for V, which leads to capacity-achieving com-
munication over the over the Gaussian quantum channel  . We formulate the problem directly 
in terms of ij  single-carrier Gaussian CVs. The proof assumes a modulation variance 2ws  for 
the ij  transmit Gaussian CVs, with total constraint 2 21
ill wws s=å .   
By a simple sphere packing argument, for a d-dimensional random phase space code 
{ }
1
d
i i
V j == , at a modulation variance 2ws , all of these Gaussian CV states lie in a sphere Q  of 
radius 2d ws . From the law of large numbers, the received noisy phase space code { } 1di iV j =¢ ¢=  
will lie within a sphere Q  of radius ( )2 2d ws s+  , and a noisy ij¢  will lie in a sphere Q  of 
radius 2s  around the transmitted CV state ij .  
Assuming a maximum likelihood nearest neighbor decision [18-20] rule decoder   (referred to as 
a  throughout), ij¢  will be decoded to the transmit Gaussian CV state ij  closest to ia j¢ , 
where 
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s sa +=  ,                                                 (114) 
which is then, for a d-dimensional case precisely leads to 
( ) ( )
( )
2 2
2 2
2 2
2 2 2
1
1
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d
F
d d
w
w
w
s s
s s
aV V a a V
a s a s
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
                              (115) 
In particular, for decoder a , the transmit Gaussian i k iECj j=  lies inside an Q  around 
ia j¢  of the radius, 
2 2
2 2
.r w
w
s s
s s+=


                                                (116) 
Specifically, the probability p  that another random Gaussian CV jj , j i¹ , lies inside the Q  
of ia j¢  is as follows: 
2 2 2
2 2 2 22
1p w
w ww
s s s
s s s ss+ +
= = 
 
.                                      (117) 
Thus, for aV ¢ , this probability is 
( )22 2 2 .dp
w
s
s s+=


                                            (118) 
By the union bound, for KV  d-dimensional kV s, { } 1Kk k VV = ,  
( )22 2 21 dpK wsV s s -+< =   ,                                        (119) 
the achievable maximal rate in AMQD is calculated as follows: 
( ) ( )( )
221
22 2
2
loglog log 1
22
log 1
i ip i
F TK d
AMQD d d d
l
C wV
s
s
é æ öù÷çê ú÷ç= = - = + ÷çê ú÷ç ÷è øê úë û
å

  .        (120) 
After some calculations, by choosing a  as in Equation (114), the decoding error probability [18] 
of a  is 
2 2
2 2errp
wa
w
s s
s s+=


 ,                                                  (121) 
which provably achieves the capacity of the Gaussian quantum channel  .  
The appropriate constellation   covers uniformly the entire   containing the replicas of sym-
bols ij  in the full domain D . The relative distance between ij s is preserved in each W . At 
this point, the naive precoding can be revised.  
The received noisy Gaussian CV ia j¢  can be rewritten as  
( )
( )
1
1 2
1
1 2 ,
i i i
i i
U U
U U
a j a j g
a j a g
-
-
¢ = + + D
= + D +                             (122) 
Hence, the transmit Gaussian CV from Equation (113) is reevaluated as 
{ }12mini k i iEC Uk j a g-= - ,                               (123) 
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where 
1
2k i i iEC Uj k a g-= +                                     (124) 
and 
i k iECa j j¢ ¢= ,                                           (125) 
such that 
( )
.
k i k i i i i
i i
EC EC Uj j j a j
j a j
¢- = - + D
¢= -                            (126) 
The result in Equation (123) means that in the precoding process, the encoder pre-compensates 
k iEC j  by 12 iUa g-- , instead of 12 iU g-- , for the given CV state k iEC j  of   closest to 
iFa g .  
An equivalence class set W  (see Equation (111)) contains the replicas of the ij  phase space 
symbols such that the k iEC j , 1, , ECi d= W  of   cover the entire phase space domain D , 
where 12 iUa g-  could occur. Without loss of generality, the modulation variance increase 2
igs  of 
Equation (123) within D  is upper bounded as follows: 
{ }12max mini k i iEC Uk j a g-= - .                          (127) 
The decoding process of a  decides on k i iEC j j=  closest to ia j¢ . Note that in the naive 
approach, the a decoder   with no constraint of (114) decides on j¢i  instead of ia j¢ , thus for 
  the uncertainty sphere Q  around j¢i  will lie outside the ws -radius sphere Q  of ji , result-
ing in the radius, 
r w ws s s= + >  .                                        (128) 
In particular, by a random coding argumentation, the minh  minimal distance between ij  and 
,j j ij ¹ , is ws=min 2h  because at ws2 , a random CV ij  lies in an uncertainty sphere of 
radius ws . For a , the radius of Q  around ia j¢  is r , see Equation (116), thus Q  lives inside 
the ws -radius sphere.  
The precoding operator V  includes the construction of an optimal   and the encoding of 
{ }12mini k i iEC Uk j a g-= - , where 0a   in the low-SNR regime; thus, 
i k iECk j= .                                            (129) 
From the structure of W , the optimality of the precoding operator V straightforwardly follows 
because the k iEC j  phase space symbols in   are restricted to domain D . 
In the first setting of AMQD-MQA, operation V  is performed on the id  variables that identify 
the if  CV states in the phase space. It is illustrated in Fig. 6.  
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Figure 6. The first setting of AMQD-MQA with a precoding operator V. The SVD of AMQD is 
expressed by the matrix ( ) 12 1F U F-= GT .  
 
As depicted in Fig. 7, in the second setting of AMQD-MQA, the users transmit single-carrier 
Gaussian CV states to the encoder  . Hence, operation V  acts on the k i iEC j j=  Gaussian 
CV states. After the precoding process, the CV subcarriers are sent through the i  Gaussian 
sub-channels, see Section 3. 
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Figure 7. The second setting of AMQD-MQA with precoding operator V . The SVD of AMQD 
is expressed by the matrix ( ) 12 1F U U-= GT . 
 
For a , the number of uncertainty spheres that can be packed into the sphere of radius 2ws , 
by a simple sphere packing argument, yields 
( ) ( )( )2
2 2
2 2
2log
Vol
AMQD
Vol
C
w
s sw
s sw
s
+
Q
æ æ öö÷÷ç ç ÷÷ç ç ÷÷Qç ç ÷÷ç ç ÷÷ç ç ÷÷è è øø
=


 ,                                    (130) 
where ( )Vol ⋅  stands for the volume of the sphere Q . As it can be concluded, within the AMQD 
framework, the formula of Equation (130) exactly coincidences with the capacity of the l Gaus-
sian sub-channels i  [4]. 
The phase space constellation   is depicted in Fig. 8. For the a  decoder, the r -radius uncer-
tainty sphere Q  around ia j¢  will lie in the ws -radius sphere around k iEC j . 
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Figure 8. The phase space constellation { }
1
D D
ECd
k i k
EC j == W =   at the use of the precod-
ing operator V. The CV states of W  are labeled as k iEC j . The minh  minimal distance between 
the constellation points is 2 ws . In the encoding phase, the precoding is performed via the Fou-
rier-transformed interference 12 iUa g- , where 2 2 2w wa s s s= +  , and a random ij  lies in a 
sphere of radius ws . The eigenchannel interference shifts the origin into 12 iUa g-  at a . In 
decoding, the transmit Gaussian CV ij  lies in the uncertainty sphere of radius 
2 2 2 2r w ws s s s= +   around ia j¢ . The noisy ia j¢  will be decoded to the transmit CV state 
ij  closest to ia j¢  (x, position quadrature; p, momentum quadrature).  
 
Note that for constellation  , there is no another ,k jEC j ij ¹  constellation point within the 
uncertainty sphere of ia j¢ . Using a decoder   (with no a -constraint), the received noisy j¢i  
would lie outside the ws  sphere of ij .  
Let us to focus specifically on the crucial low-SNR regime. By taking the limit 
2
lim 0
s
a
¥


,                                               (131) 
Equation (123) picks up the formula of 
{ }mini k iECk j= .                                      (132) 
Thus, 
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1
2 iUa g- = Æ                                               (133) 
and 
i k iECk j= .                                            (134) 
The a reliable transmission over an Gaussian channel strictly lower bounds the SNR, particularly 
SNR -1.59 dB³  [18-20]. In fact, Equations (131)–(134) are also lower bounded by this con-
straint.  
To summarize, at V , the achievable overall capacity in the singular layer at a partial channel 
side information ( )( )S F T , with a covariance matrix 
{ }
1
2 2 †, ,
Kin
Qdiag Qw ws s¢ ¢=sK                                    (135) 
is as follows: 
( ) ( ) ( )( )2 †12log det ,outKC F Fsé ù= +ê úë ûsI T K T                          (136) 
thus, the available transmission rate is 
( ) ( ) ( )( )2 †12log det .outKR F Fsé ù£ +ê úë ûsI T K T                         (137) 
■ 
 
4.4   Phase space decoding of Gaussian random quadratures 
Lemma 3. The decoder a  is optimal for the phase space decoding of Gaussian random quadra-
tures since it maximizes the SNIR. 
 
Proof.  
Let assume that user kU  utilizes an a  decoder for his d-dimensional output 
,1 ,, ,
T
k k k dy yé ù= ë ûy  . Let kU  the d-dimensional channel vector of user kU , and kc  to be the 
sum of noise ( )kU D  and the ( )12 kU g-  interference terms 
( ) ( )12 ,k k kU Uc g -= + D                                    (138) 
with invertible covariance matrix 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )min †2 2 2 j j
k out j
n
U U
K j j
j k
F Fc g ws s s ¢¹
= + + åK I T T   ,            (139) 
for which 
( ) 1 † 1† 11† 1 1 k kk k
k
c c
c
c c
- -
-
- -
++ = -
K xx K
x K x
K xx K ,                               (140) 
which further can be decomposed as  
†
k
U Uc = åK ,                                            (141) 
where U  is a unitary, and å  is a diagonal matrix.  
User kU ’s a  decoder first utilizes  
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k
U Uc = åK ,                                          (142) 
where 0.5å  is a diagonal matrix with the square rooted elements of å , and ( )( )0.5 k
k
U
kFc
-K T   
on his system ( )( ) ( ) ( )12kUk k k k kF z U Ug-= + + Dy T  , where ( ) ( )12 0, kkU gg- Î K , and 
( ) ( )0,
kk
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where ( )
0
20,2kz wsÎ  , thus a  can be rewritten as 
( )( )1 k
k
U
kFa c
-= K T  .                                      (144)  
In particular, the result in Equation (144) satisfies that  
( ) ( )†: :k k k kI z I z a=y y ,                                    (145) 
where kz  and ky  are independent conditioned on 
†
kay . 
In fact, in Equation (145), † kay  provides a sufficient statistic ( )† kS ay  to decode kz  from ky , 
since projecting the vector ky  onto the unit vector  
( )( ) ( )( )k kU Uk k kF F=v T T                                (146) 
yields 
( )( )† kUk k i k kF z c= +v y T  ,                                (147) 
where ( )2 20,2i gc s sÎ +  .  
The optimality also requires from a  that the estimate kz  of kz  from vector ky  minimizes the 
mean square error 2k kz z
é - ùê úë û .  
The estimation kz  can be rewritten as  
( )( )† † † ,kUk k k k kz A A F z A c= = +c y c T c                             (148) 
where 1=c , where A  is a constant [18] expressed as 
( )( )
( )( )
( )( )
( )( )
2 †2 †
2 †2 † †
,
U Uk kk k k
U Uk k
k k kk
z F F
z F F
A
c
é ùê úë û
é ù +ê úë û
= +c T T c
c T c K c T c
 
 


                          (149) 
which leads to 
( )( )
( )( )
( )
22 2 †
†
22 †
†
=1+
=1+ .
Uk
k k k
k
Uk
k k
i
z z F
z F
c
gD
é ù é ùê ú ê úë û ë û
é
+
ùê úë û
E
c T
c K c
c T
c K K c


 

                                     (150) 
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As follows, for 
( )( )1 ,k
k
U
kFc
-=c K T                                           (151) 
the error E  is minimized as   
( )( )
2
2
1 SNIR
k
Uk
k
z
F
é ùê úë û
+
E =
T 

,                                         (152) 
thus the SNIR  is maximized in  
2 1SNIR
k
w cs -¢¢= K .                                              (153) 
Particularly, in the low-SNR regimes  
( )( ) ( )( )min †2 0j j
j
n
U U
j j
j k
F Fws ¢¹
å T T  ,                           (154) 
thus Equation (139) can be re-evaluated as 
2
k outKc s=K I .                                            (155) 
Specifically, from the covariance matrix 
kcK , the signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio in the 
multicarrier transmission is  
( ) 12 2SNIR SNR
outKws s
-
¢¢
é ù= = ê úê úë ûI .                              (156) 
Precisely, if ( )( )kUF T   is time-invariant then the total rate that can be achieved by outK  in-
stances of a  equals to the overall mutual information.  
We apply the chain rule [18] of mutual information, from which  
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )11 2 1 1 1
: , , :
: : : , ,
in
in in
K
K K
I I z z
I z I z z I z z z -
=
= + + +
z y y
y y y

           (157) 
where  
( ) ( )1 1: , , :k k kI z z z I z- ¢=y y ,                               (158) 
such that  
( )( )
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )
1
1
.
j
jk
k
U
j j
j
UU
k k j
j k
F z
F z F U
-
=
>
¢ = -
= + + D
å
å
y y T
T T

 
                (159) 
Thus, Equation (158) can be rewritten as 
( ) ( )1 1: , , :k k kI z z z I z a- ¢=y y  ,                              (160) 
where the resulting function ( )1 1: , ,k kI z z z -y   precisely picks up the information theoretic 
maximum.  
■ 
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5  Phase Space Coding for the Gaussian Subcarrier CVs 
Theorem 3. The transmission of if  Gaussian subcarrier CVs over the i  Gaussian sub-
channels can be optimized by a random phase space constellation ( )   as 
( )
( ) ( ) ( )1 21 2 1 1
, , , ,
P P P
l
P
d d l dP Pf f f
æ ö÷ç= ÷ç ÷çè ø         
   where iP , 2, ,i l=    is a random 
permutation operator, and ( ) ( )i jd d=      is the cardinality of ( )i  . The optimality func-
tion of ( )   is ( )( ) ( )2Eve i
l
o n d= -å  , where id  is the normalized codeword differ-
ence.           
 
Proof. 
Assume that Alice and Bob agreed on the l Gaussian sub-channels, i . We rewrite again the 
output of i  is as follows [3-4]:  
( )( ) ( ) ( )i i i iy F T F d U= + D ,                                (161) 
where variable id  is the Gaussian subcarrier input of i  (for further details, see Section 2.1 and 
[4]).  
For two l-dimensional input code words ( ),1 ,, TA A A ld d=d   and ( ),1 ,, TB B B ld d=d  , the prob-
ability that Ad  is distorted onto Bd  [18] on the output of the l Gaussian sub-channels condi-
tioned on ( )( )F T   is as follows: 
( )( )( ) ( )( )22 2 22Pr A B i i i
l
F Q F Twss d
¢¢æ ö÷ç ÷ = ç ÷ç ÷çè øåd d T   ,            (162) 
where Q  is the Gaussian tail function, 2ws ¢¢  is the modulation variance derived in Equation (75), 
and id  is the normalized difference [18] of ,A id  and ,B id , calculated as follows: 
( )
2
2
1
, ,i A i B id dsw
s
d
¢¢
= -

.                                      (163) 
Assuming the case that in Equation (162), the condition 
 ( )( )22 2 22 1i i i
l
F Twss d
¢¢ <å

                                  (164) 
holds, one obtains  
2 1
1 2R
l
L l
cd > .                                          (165) 
Thus, 
2 1
1 2l Rl
l
L l
cd >                                           (166) 
for any constant 0c >  and for an arbitrary pair of Ad  and Bd . Thus, Equation (165) is a suffi-
cient condition on the optimality on the structure of the phase space constellation ( )i  .  
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In particular, at the achievable rate R per i , the cardinality of ( )i   is as follows: 
( ) 2Ri =  .                                            (167) 
Thus, each ( )i   is precisely defined with 2R  CV states if  for each i  Gaussian sub-
channels, and ( )i   contains 2lR  constellation points if  in overall, that is,  
( ) 2lR=  .                                            (168) 
Specifically, evaluating the ( )Q ⋅  Gaussian tail function at ( )( ) ( )( )mini i i iF T F T"    leads to the 
worst-case scenario as follows: 
( )( ) ( )( )
2
2
2 2
2
min
i i
i i iF T l
Q F Twss d
¢¢
"
æ ö÷ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷çè øå  ,                             (169) 
such that for the l i  Gaussian sub-channels, the following constraint is satisfied: 
( )( ) ( )( )2 22 2
2 22 2log 1 log 1
i iF F T
l l
lRw w
s s
s s
¢¢ ¢¢æ ö æ ö÷ ÷ç ç+ = + ³÷ ÷ç ç÷ ÷ç ç÷ ÷è ø è øå å
T
 
  ,             (170) 
where R  is the average rate supported by each i  Gaussian sub-channels.  
Using Equation (163), the constraint of Equation (170) can be rewritten as follows [18]: 
( )
22log 1
i i
i
Q
l
lR
d
æ ö÷ç + ³÷ç ÷ç ÷è øå
  ,                                     (171) 
where  
( ) ( )( ) 2 2 22i i iF Ti iQ wd ss ¢¢= 
                                       (172) 
and 
( )( ) ( )( )
2
2
2 21
2 20
min min
i i i
i i i iQ F Tl l
Q F Twss d
¢¢
" ³ "
=å å    .                      (173) 
In particular, from the modulation variance allocation algorithm of Section 3, some calculations 
reveal that ( )( ) ( )( )
2
min
i i
i iF T l
F T
" å   can be reevaluated precisely as 
( )( ) ( )( ) 22
2
2 1 1min 1 .
i i i
i i EveF T l l
F T
sw
s
d
u
¢¢"
æ ö÷ç= - ÷ç ÷ç ÷è øå å


                       (174) 
From Equations (173) and (174), the Gaussian tail function in Equation (169) can be rewritten as 
[18] 
( )212 Eve i
l
Q n dæ ö÷ç ÷-ç ÷ç ÷çè øå                                        (175) 
and 
( )
2 2
1
2 2log log 1
i i
i i
Q
Eve
l l
lR
d d
uæ ö æ ö÷ ÷ç ç= + =÷ ÷ç ç÷ ÷ç ç÷ ÷è ø è øå å
  .                       (176) 
This constraint on Eveu  allows us to design phase space constellation for each i  Gaussian sub-
channels, such that the achievable rate R over each sub-channel is maximized. With these results 
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in mind, we design a phase space constellation for reliable simultaneous transmission over the 
Gaussian sub-channels, assuming the presence of an optimal Gaussian collective attack [4]. 
As one can readily conclude, the optimality of sub-channel phase space constellation ( )   can 
be straightforwardly derived from Equations (175) and (176).  
The optimality of ( )   can explicitly be quantified via the optimality function ( )o ⋅ , calcu-
lated as follows: 
( )( ) ( )2Eve i
l
o n d= -å  .                                  (177) 
Assuming that ( )   contains l phase space constellations ( )i   with 2R  if  Gaussian 
subcarrier CVs in each ( )i  , but with independent ( )i   sub-channel constellations for 
each i , leads to [18] 
( )
2
2
2
2 1
, ,
1 1
0i A i B i
l l
d d
sw
s
d
¢¢- -
= - =å å

                             (178) 
and 
2
1
2log 0
i
Eve
l d
uæ ö÷ç =÷ç ÷ç ÷è øå .                                        (179) 
Thus, the optimality function converges to zero, 
( )( ) 0o =  .                                            (180) 
From Equation (180), it straightforwardly follows that independent phase space constellations 
( )i   for the Gaussian sub-channels i  cannot lead to an optimal solution. In particular, a 
more sophisticated phase space constellation is required for a nonzero optimality function. Spe-
cifically, it can be achieved by the so-called random permutation coding [18-20], in which each 
( )i   of i  maximizes ( )( )io    for i" .  
In a phase space constellation P , each i  Gaussian sub-channel has a different random phase 
space constellation ( )P i   such that if the two Gaussian subcarrier CVs if  and ,j j if ¹  
are close to each other in ( )P i   of i , then in the ( )P j   of j , the distance   between 
if  and jf  in ( )P j   is at least double the minimum distance of these Gaussian CVs in 
( )P i  .  
Without loss of generality, for two sub-channels 1  and 2 , with two reference constellation 
symbols if  and ,j j if ¹  in ( )1P   of 1 , the ¶  minimal distance function [18] is defined 
as follows: 
( )( ) ( )
,
1 , ,min
A i
P
A i A jd
d d
"
¶ = -  ,                                    (181) 
whereas for sub-channel 2 , the distance between if  and jf  is precisely yielded as follows: 
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( )( ) ( )
( )( ),
2 , ,
1
min
,
A i
P
A i A jd
P
d d
"
¶ = -
= ⋅ ¶


 
 
                                       (182) 
where 2³ .  
Smoothing the nonnegativity condition in Equation (173), a lower bound on ( )( )P io    is 
yielded as follows [18]:  
( )( ) 2 212 lP Ri l i
l
lo d d³ -å  ,                             (183) 
where for 
min
2 2
min max 0in
n s l¢ = ³ , 
2
0i
l
d å .                                              (184) 
Thus, the lower bound is 
( )( ) 212 lP Ri llo d³   .                                       (185) 
The constellation ( )P j   of j  is a result of a random one-to-one permutation map P  on 
( )P i   of i , i j¹ , as follows: 
( ) ( )( )P Pj iP=     .                                      (186) 
For an l-dimensional input d  of 1 l , a random constellation point if  in ( )1P   is selected 
for 1 . Then for the remaining 1l -  Gaussian sub-channel 2 l , a random permutation map is 
applied for iP  for i .  
Thus, the ( )id    constellation points ( )1 idf     of ( )P   formulate ( )P   as follows: 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )1 2
1
1 2 1 1
, ,
, , , .
P P P
l
P P P
l
d d l dP Pf f f
=
æ ö÷ç= ÷ç ÷çè ø  


       
       
              (187) 
In particular, an important property of Equation (187) is that the iP  permutation operators are 
drawn from a   uniform distribution, thus each iP  operator occurs with probability 
1
2lR
p = .                                                 (188) 
Some calculations yield that for the average inverse of Equation (166), the following upper bound 
holds for the 1l -  random permutation operators iP  taken on a pair of Gaussian subcarriers 
{ }1 2,d d : 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 22 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 2
1 2
1 1
2 2 1lR lRl
l l
l l
P
d d P d P d P d P dd d
l R- - - -¹
é ùê ú⋅ £ê úê úë û
å  ,            (189) 
where for the uniform at random iP , 2i l=  , permutation operators, the relation 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 21 2 2 1 2 2 1 2
1 1 2
1 1
2
2
lR
l l
l l lR
d d P d P d P d P dd d d
l R
- - -¹
æ ö÷ç ÷ç £÷ç ÷ç ÷çè øå å                 (190) 
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is straightforwardly yielded. 
The structure of the phase space constellation ( )P i   for two sub-channels 1  and 2  with 
( ) 16P id =   [18] and 2= , is illustrated in Fig. 9. 
 
Figure 9. The phase space constellations ( )1P   and ( )2P   for Gaussian subcarrier CVs, 
at two Gaussian sub-channels 1  and 2 , at 2= . In each constellation, ( ) 16P id =  , 
( ), 1, , ii i df =    , where ( ) ( )( )2 1P PP=      and ( ) ( )11 2P PP-=     , and P is a 
random permutation operator drawn from a   uniform distribution (x, position quadrature; p, 
momentum quadrature). 
 
Assuming that 1 ld d= =  is satisfied, the Q function can be evaluated as follows: 
( ) ( )2 212 2 1REve i i
l
Q ln d dæ ö÷ç ÷- = -ç ÷ç ÷çè øå ,                          (191) 
whereas for an ordered structure 1 ld d£ £ , with a largest index j such that 
2 2 2
1 1
j j
j j jd d d +£ £ , where 1ld + = ¥ , Equation (173) is reduced to a maximization prob-
lem, as 
( )12 21
1
max 2
jj
Rl
j i
i
j d d d
=
æ ö÷ç ÷ç - ÷ç ÷ç ÷çè øå .                                 (192) 
Note that j l=  results in 1 ld d= = . Thus, the condition coincidences with Equation (191).  
■ 
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6  Conclusions 
We proposed a singular layer transmission model for CVQKD. The CVQKD protocols have been 
introduced for practical reasons, most importantly for their easy implementation over standard 
telecommunication networks and flexible encoding and decoding capabilities. The singular layer of 
CVQKD injects an extra degree of freedom into the transmission to extend the achievable dis-
tances and to improve the secret key rates. The benefits of the singular layer have been demon-
strated through the AMQD and AMQD-MQA schemes, which use Gaussian subcarrier CVs for 
the transmission. We derived the rate formulas and studied the properties of an optimal phase 
space constellation. The SIA scheme provides a solution for the eigenchannel interference cancel-
lation, which phenomenon occurs at a partial channel side information. We also analyzed the 
properties of an information-theoretical optimal phase space decoding and defined a phase space 
constellation for the Gaussian sub-channels, which is provably optimal and offers unconditional 
security for the transmission. The results confirm that the additional degree of freedom brought 
in by the singular layer can be significantly exploited in the crucial low-SNR regimes, which is 
particularly convenient for long-distance CVQKD scenarios. 
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Supplemental Information 
 
S.1  Notations 
The notations of the manuscript are summarized in Table S.1. 
 
Table S.1. Summary of notations.  
 
Notation Description 
( ) 1U V-= GM  
Bound operator for the extension of SVD onto a Hilbert 
space  , ( ) 1 1UV V V- -= ⋅ GM , where U  is a partial 
isometry, V  is unitary, and a measure space Z . 
1S , 2S  Sets of singular operators { }11 1 2,F U-=S , { }12 1 2,U U-=S .
( ) 12 1F U F-= GT , 
( ) 12 1F U U-= GT  
The SVD of ( )F T , where 11 1, in inK KF F ´- Î   and 
1
2 2, out out
K KU U ´- Î   are unitary matrices, inK  and outK  
refer to the number of sender and receiver users such that 
in outK K£ , 1 11 1 1 1F F F F I- -= = , 1 12 2 2 2U U U U I- -= = , 
and G Î   is a diagonal matrix with non-negative real 
diagonal elements il ,  ( )
min
1
2, 1,i i in
F U Fl -= åT . 
min1 2 n
l l l³ ³  
The non-negative real diagonal elements of the diagonal 
matrix G Î  , called the eigenchannels of 
( ) 12 1F U F-= GT .  
2
il  
The minn  squared eigenchannels 
2
il  are the eigenvalues of 
( ) ( )† 12 2TF F U U-= GGT T . 
minn  
( )min min ,in outn K K= , equals to the rank of ( )F T , where 
in outK K£ . 
s  
Stream matrix, ( ) ( )
min1
, , 0,
T
ns s= Î ss K  , defined by 
the unitary 1F  ( 1U ) applied on ( )0,Î zz K .   
is  
A stream variable is  that identifies the CV state is  in the 
phase space  . Expressed as 12, 1, ,i i i i is U F sl -¢ =  and 
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( )
min
1
2, 1, .i i i inF U F sl -¢ = = ås T s  
( )12 iU g-  
The Fourier-transformed eigenchannel interference, 
( ) ( )( )1212 0, ii UU gg -- Î K , ( )12 2 2i i iU g gs g- = = é ùê úë ûK  , 
( ) ( )min1 1 12 2 2, 1,ni j j j jj iU U U F sg l- - -¹= å . The variance 
2 0gs  , in the low-SNR regimes. 
( )20, zz sÎ   
The variable of a single-carrier Gaussian  CV state, 
ij Î  . Zero-mean, circular symmetric complex Gaussian 
random variable, 
0
22 22z z ws s
é ù =ê úë û=  , with i.i.d. zero 
mean, Gaussian random quadrature components 
( )
0
2, 0,x p wsÎ  , where 0
2
ws  is the variance.  
( )20,sDD Î   
The noise variable of the Gaussian channel  , with i.i.d. 
zero-mean, Gaussian random noise components on the posi-
tion and momentum quadratures ( )2, 0,x p sD D Î   , 
222 2s sD é ù =ê úë û= D  . 
( )20, dd sÎ   
The variable of a Gaussian subcarrier CV state, if Î  . 
Zero-mean, circular symmetric Gaussian random variable, 
22 22d d ws sé ù =ê úë û=  , with i.i.d. zero mean, Gaussian ran-
dom quadrature components ( )2, 0,d dx p wsÎ  , where 2ws  
is the modulation variance of the Gaussian subcarrier CV 
state.  
( ) ( )1 †CVQFTF- ⋅ = ⋅  The inverse CVQFT transformation, applied by the en-
coder, continuous-variable unitary operation. 
( ) ( )CVQFTF ⋅ = ⋅  The CVQFT transformation, applied by the decoder, con-
tinuous-variable unitary operation. 
( ) ( )1 IFFTF- ⋅ = ⋅  Inverse FFT transform, applied by the encoder. 
0
2
ws  Single-carrier modulation variance. 
2 21
illw ws s= å  Multicarrier modulation variance. Average modulation vari-ance of the l Gaussian sub-channels i .  
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( )
( )
,
1
,
IFFT
.
i k i
k i i
z
F z d
f
-
=
= =  
The i-th Gaussian subcarrier CV of user kU , where IFFT 
stands for the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform, if Î  , 
( )20,
i
i d
d sÎ  , 22
i
id
ds é ù= ê úë û , i ii d dd x p= + i , 
( )20,
i F
dx wsÎ  , ( )20,i Fdp wsÎ   are i.i.d. zero-mean 
Gaussian random quadrature components, and 2
Fws  is the 
variance of the Fourier transformed Gaussian state. 
( ), CVQFTk i ij f=  
The decoded single-carrier CV of user kU  from the subcar-
rier CV, expressed as ( ) ( )( )1 , , .i k i k iF d F F z z-= =  
  Gaussian quantum channel. 
, 1, ,i i n=   Gaussian sub-channels. 
( )T   
Channel transmittance, normalized complex random vari-
able, ( ) ( ) ( )Re ImT T T= + Î   i . The real part 
identifies the position quadrature transmission, the imagi-
nary part identifies the transmittance of the position quad-
rature. 
( )i iT   
Transmittance coefficient of Gaussian sub-channel i , 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )Re Imi i i i i iT T T= + Î   i , quantifies 
the position and momentum quadrature transmission, with 
(normalized) real and imaginary parts 
( )0 Re 1 2 ,i iT£ £  ( )0 Im 1 2i iT£ £ , where 
( ) ( )Re Imi i i iT T=  .  
EveT  Eve’s transmittance, ( )1EveT T= -  . 
,Eve iT  Eve’s transmittance for the i-th subcarrier CV. 
KÍ  
The subset of allocated users, KÍ . Only the allocated 
users can transmit information in a given (particularly the 
j-th) AMQD block. The cardinality of subset   is  . 
,  1, ,kU k =    An allocated user from subset KÍ . 
( )1, , Tdz z= + =z x p i  
A d-dimensional, zero-mean, circular symmetric complex 
random Gaussian vector that models d Gaussian CV input 
states, ( )0, zK , †é ùê úë û=zK zz , where i i iz x p= + i , 
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( )1, , Tdx x=x  , ( )1, , Tdp p=p  , with ( )
0
20,ix wsÎ  , 
( )
0
20,ip wsÎ   i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian random variables. 
( )1F-=d z  
An l-dimensional, zero-mean, circular symmetric complex 
random Gaussian vector of the l Gaussian subcarrier CVs, 
( )0, dK , †é ùê úë û=dK dd , ( )1, , Tld d=d  , i i id x p= + i , 
( )2, 0,
F
i ix p wsÎ   are i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian random 
variables, 
0
2 21
Fw ws s= . The i-th component is 
( )20,
i
i d
d sÎ  , 22
i
id
ds é ù= ê úë û . 
( )†0,k k kÎ é ùê úë ûy y y   A d-dimensional zero-mean, circular symmetric complex Gaussian random vector. 
,k my  
The m-th element of the k-th user’s vector ky , expressed as 
( )( ) ( ) ( ), .k m i i i ily F T F d F= + Då   
( )( )F T   Fourier transform of ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 ,
T l
l lT Té ù= Îë ûT     , 
the complex transmittance vector. 
( )F D  Complex vector, expressed as ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
2 ,
TF FF
F e
- D DD
D =
K
 with 
covariance matrix ( ) ( ) ( )†F F FD = D Dé ùê úë ûK  . 
jé ùë ûy  AMQD block, ( )( ) ( ) ( )j F F j F jé ù é ù é ù= + Dë û ë û ë ûy T d . 
( ) 2F jt é ù= ë ûd  
An exponentially distributed variable, with density 
( ) ( ) 2221 2 ,nf e wt swt s -= 22n wt sé ù £ë û . 
,Eve iT  
Eve’s transmittance on the Gaussian sub-channel i , 
, , ,Re ImEve i Eve i Eve iT T T= + Î i , ,0 Re 1 2Eve iT£ £ , 
,0 Im 1 2Eve iT£ £ , 
2
,0 1Eve iT£ < . 
kR  Transmission rate of user kU . 
id  
A id  subcarrier in an AMQD block. For subset KÍ  
with   users and l Gaussian sub-channels for the trans-
mission, 
2
1
1
, 1, ,
ik
n
i kkn
d z e i l
p-
== =å 
i
. 
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minn  
The { }1min , , ln n  minimum of the in  sub-channel coeffi-
cients, where ( )( ) 22i i iF Tn s=    and i Even n< . 
2
ws  
Modulation variance, ( ) ( )2 minEve p xws n n d= -  , where 
1
Eve ln = , ( ) 2
22* *1
1 1
ik
n
n n
ki kn
F T T e
pl -= == = å å i  and 
*T  is the expected transmittance of the Gaussian sub-
channels under an optimal Gaussian collective attack. 
kn  
Additional sub-channel coefficient for the correction of 
modulation imperfections. For an ideal Gaussian modula-
tion, 0kn = , while for an arbitrary ( )p x   distribution 
( ) ( )( )min 1 p xkn n d= -  , where ( ) ( )( )min 1 1Eve p xn n dk - -=  . 
1, ,k
T
U sjé ù é ù=ë û ë û    
The set of i  Gaussian sub-channels from the set of l good 
sub-channels that transmit the s subcarriers of user kU  in 
the j-th AMQD block. 
2
iws ¢  
The constant modulation variance 2
iws ¢  for eigenchannel il , 
evaluated as 
minmin
2 2 2 21max ,
i
i nn ww
s m s l s ¢¢
æ ö÷ç= - =÷ç ÷çè ø  with a 
total constraint  
min
2 2 2 21
i in llw ww ws s s s¢ ¢= = =å å . 
2
ws ¢¢  
The modulation variance of the AMQD multicarrier trans-
mission in the SVD environment. Expressed as 
min
2 2 2maxEve inw
s n s l¢¢ æ ö÷ç= - ÷ç ÷çè ø , where il  is the i-th eigen-
channel of ( )F T , 
min
2max in
l  is the largest eigenvalue of  
( ) ( )†F FT T , with a total constraint 
2 2 21 .
ill w wws s s¢¢¢¢ = >å  
,k sK  
The covariance matrix ,k sK  of user kU . In the first setting 
of AMQD-MQA it is expressed as 
{ }
,1 , min
2 2 1
, 1 1, ,
k k n
k F diag Fw ws s -¢ ¢=sK  . In the second setting, 
it is evaluated as { }
,1 , min
2 2 1
, 1 1, ,
k k n
k U diag Uw ws s -¢ ¢=sK  . 
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minn ¢  
The minimum of the in ¢ -s of the l Gaussian sub-channels 
i , obtained at the SVD of ( )F T , 2 2
min
min max i
n
s
ln ¢ =
 . 
P  
Difference of minn  and minn ¢ , 
( )( )
min
22 2 2
min min max maxi i ii n
F Tn n s s l
"
¢P = - = -  .
( )( )S F T  
The statistical model of ( )F T  at a partial channel side 
information, ( )( ) 1
inout
KK
S F x x-= GT , where 1
outK
x-  and 
inK
x  
are unitaries that formulate the input covariance matrix 
1
in in
K K
x x-= ÃsK , while Ã  is a diagonal matrix, 
{ }
1
2 2 †, ,
Kin
Qdiag Qw ws s¢ ¢=sK  .  
2 1
inin
KKws ¢Ã = I  
Diagonal matrix, the entries of Ã  are chosen such that 
2 1
inin
KKws ¢Ã = I , where min
2 2
inw ws s¢ ¢= å  is the total con-
straint. 
i  
Projector, ( )i i is ^¢ =  , where set { } min1ni j js^ =¢= , 
j i¹   consists of minn  CV states js ¢ , such that each js ¢  
is orthogonal to the sub-space i  spanned by the min 1n -  
eigenchannels { }12, 1, ,j j jU Fl - min1, , ,j n j i= ¹ . 
iW  
The operator of the decoder-side interference cancellation, 
( )† 12, 1,i i i i i iW U Fl -=   . 
V  
Encoder-side interference cancellation operator. Defines a 
phase space constellation   and performs the precoding. 
ik  
Naive precoding with unbounded additional modulation 
variance, ( )1 12 2i i i i iU Uk j g j g- -= + - = - . 
ik  
Precoding with a boundary condition, 
{ }12mini k i iEC Uk j g-= - . 
ik  
Optimal precoding with a boundary condition and maxi-
mum likelihood nearest neighbor decision rule at a , 
{ }12mini k i iEC Uk j a g-= - . 
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k iEC j  
Equivalence class of ij . Identifies a replication of ij  in 
the phase space by k iEC j  of W . 
a  
Parameter of a maximum likelihood nearest neighbor deci-
sion decoder a , 2 2 2w wa s s s= +  . 
W  Equivalence class set, { } 1ECdk i kEC j =W º . 
  
Phase space constellation   constructed by V . Superset 
of W  equivalence classes { }
1
D D
.EC
d
k i k
EC j == W =   
{ }
1
d
i i
V j ==  A d-dimensional random phase space code. 
r  
Radius of an uncertainty sphere around ia j¢ , in which 
the transmit Gaussian ij  lies,  
2 2
2 2
.r w
w
s s
s s+=


 
a  
Maximum likelihood nearest neighbor decision rule decoder, 
with a  constraint, 2
2 2
w
w
s
s sa +=  , and error probability 
2 2
2 2errp
w
w
s s
s s+=


. 
minh  
Minimal distance between arbitrary constellation points, 
min 2h ws= . 
ic  
The sum of terms ( ) ( )0,
ii
U DD Î K  and 
( ) ( )( )1212 0, ii UU gg -- Î K , ( ) ( )12 ,i i iU Uc g-= + D  
( )0,
ii cc Î K , where ( )12i i iUc g-D= +K K K  
( )( ) ( )( )†2 2in
out j jj
K
K j U j U
j i
F Fws s ¢¢¹
= + åI T T   , and 
( )( )1
ii
i UFa c
-= K T  . 
Q  The Gaussian tail function, ( )212 Eve i
l
Q n dæ ö÷ç ÷-ç ÷ç ÷çè øå . 
( )P   
Random phase space permutation constellation for the tran-
smission of the Gaussian subcarriers, expressed as 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )1 21 1 2 1 1
, , , , , ,
P P P
l
P P P
l d d l dP Pf f f
æ ö÷ç= = ÷ç ÷çè ø            
     
where if  are the Gaussian subcarrier CVs, iP , 2, ,i l=   
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is a random permutation operator, ( ) ( )i jd d=      is the 
cardinality of ( )i  . The optimality function is 
( )( ) ( )2Eve i
l
o n d= -å  . 
( )P id    Cardinality of ( )i  . 
id  
The normalized difference of two Gaussian subcarriers ,A id  
and ,B id , ( )2
2
1
, ,i A i B id dsw
s
d
¢¢
= -

. 
( )( )o    
The optimality function, quantifies the optimality of the 
phase space constellation ( )  , as 
( )( ) ( )2Eve i
l
o n d= -å  . 
¶  
Difference function of Gaussian subcarriers (phase space 
symbols) ,A id  and ,A jd  in constellations ( )P k  , 
1, ,k l=  . For two Gaussian sub-channels 1  and 2 , 
( )( ) ( )
,
1 , ,min
A i
P
A i A jd
d d
"
¶ = -  ,
( )( ) ( )( )2 1P P¶ = ⋅ ¶     , where 2³ , j i¹ . 
iz  
Estimation of input iz  at decoder a , such that 
( )( )† † † ,
ii i i U i i
z A A F z A c= = +c y c T c   minimizes the 
mean square error 2i iz z
é - ùê úë û , where 
( )( )
( )( )
( )( )
( )( )
22 ††
2 †2 † †
,
i i U i Ui i
i i U i Ui i i
z F F
z F F
A
c
é ùê úë û
é ù +ê úë û
= +c T T c
c T c K c T c
 
 


( )( )1
ii
i UFc
-=c K T  , and 2
i outKc s=K I  in the low-SNR 
regimes. 
 
S.2  Abbreviations 
 
AMQD  Adaptive Multicarrier Quadrature Division 
AWGN  Additive White Gaussian Noise 
CV   Continuous-Variable 
CVQFT Continuous-Variable Quantum Fourier Transform 
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DV   Discrete-Variable 
EC  Equivalence Class 
FFT  Fast Fourier Transform 
IFFT  Inverse Fast Fourier Transform 
MQA  Multiuser Quadrature Allocation 
OFDM  Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing 
OFDMA OFDM Multiple Access 
QKD  Quantum Key Distribution 
SIA  Singular Interference Avoider 
SNR   Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
SNIR  Signal-to-Noise-plus-Interference Ratio 
SVD  Singular Value Decomposition 
 
 
